
The beast awakens. It has slept for long. 

It opens its eyes. 

Does it remember? 

Now what can it see? Can it see? Can it see itself? 

It opens its eyes. Opening. 

Remembering as opening. Opening as remembering. 

And remembering 

Slowly remembering 

Slowly waves from far away above into the distance 

Crashing 

Smashing 

Ruining 

Eroding 

Slowly and remembering. 

It opens its eyes and it gazes. Around. Under and above. 

Into the  

distance. 

It gazes at its body. Now it can see. It can see itself. 

Seeing its body 

Always seeing 

Always slowly it awakens 

seeing. 

There is a body. A body to be seen. And gazed and looked upon and admired and hugged and 

kissed and stroked and aired and waved and lied to and loved and laid on and exploded and 

disintegrated and soared and enchanted and radiated and eradicated. 

The body is there. That body 

is there. 

Remembering. 

But enough now. It has gazed long enough and soon the eyes will start to bleed if the action 

persists. 

The beast knows this. The beast feels it. 



It proceeds to feel the body.  

Its own body? Perhaps. 

Perhaps it is its own body indeed. Perhaps it is someone else’s. Perhaps it’s an amalgamation 

of bodies eternally lost in time forever surrendering to their suffering unable to break the chain. 

Perhaps it is all the bodies that were ever vanished from the centuries of the world formed as 

one. 

Or perhaps it is its own body. Nevertheless the beast proceeds to feel it. It is as if it has never 

felt anything like this before. 

Primitive sensation. Slowly. 

Remembering 

Every inch of it 

Every pain 

Every nail of it 

Every offer 

Every sacrifice 

Every birth 

Every wound. 

Slowly.  

Remembering. 

The beast claws the tight skin forcibly. Trying to rip it apart but the elastic surface keeps 

retreating to form its previous shape. Covering. Always concealing. 

 It examines closely and with respect every pore on it. And as its fingers drift above the tiniest 

bits of skin voices start to echo.  

For every pore 

hundreds of voices  

Countless 

Reaching out to infinity 

All gathered here under that beast’s skin which covers miles and miles of body. 

The beast intensifies. The clawing intensifies. The blood rushes through the beast’s veins. 

If such a beast could ever have veins.  

If this beast has veins then the blood they carry saturates inside them and rushes in 

unimaginable speeds. 

The beast feels this.  



It feels it.  

It feels this unprecedented movement coming from deep inside its body, covering everything, 

engulfing.  

Unknowing and familiar.  

Soon everything is the rush. This rush that now defines its whole existence, is its body. The 

beast allows  

it  

to be its body.  

Slowly 

And remembering 

And unknowingly 

And familiarly. 

It has been here before. It has felt this before. Engulfed with it are countless of times of try and 

try and try and cry and cry and cry and lives and deaths and blood and lives and hopes. Perhaps 

this beast has no blood 

perhaps instead of 

blood 

it  

has 

voices. 

Echoing throughout its body, speeding crazed in a frenzy and now they fill the space.  

But the beast is alone. Only it can hear their echoes. If someone else was here with the beast, 

perhaps they would be able to hear them as well, but this is not the case. The beast is alone. No 

one else is here. With it. Did the beast know that? Perhaps not. It certainly is aware of it now. 

It is becoming more and more aware of its surroundings.  

Alone 

Not even the voices. 

Echoes of them. 

Does the beast know who they are 

were? 

Does it 

remember? 



It certainly is becoming more and more aware of its surroundings.  

Alone. 

But the voices 

echoes. 

The beast leans forward. A magnificent sight to be seen. It leans forward and takes a deep 

breath. It pauses as if to check for any sound other than the voices. As if it is not sure of what 

follows. As if 

it has forgotten. 

The deep breath becomes a pause, the pause becomes movement. Not a cry. Silent movement. 

It is established now. In its mind, it has found its place. There is no sound coming from there. 

No way of communicating with the voices.  

This realization seems to have a rather significant impact on the beast. It stops for a beat, letting 

this newfound knowledge descend inside of it, waiting, and then it releases its flurry of 

movement, silent cries and screams, it tries, as it has always done to speak, to justify, to argue, 

to defend, to justify, to reason with, to defend, to justify 

itself 

the echoes 

their voices 

the ones not there 

the other ones 

for itself 

in order to live through. 

Once again it fails once again. 

Perhaps now it understands. 

Perhaps now it remembers. 

No? 

It is not clear to say. 

Certainly, it seems more and more aware of its surroundings. 

Certainly, it seems more and more aware of the state it is in, of the situation, of its state 

How  

it 

exists.  

But something else seems to have caught the beast’s attention now. 



Perhaps as a natural consequence of its realization, perhaps just out of random luck 

it turns to finally face its surroundings. 

The environment.  

Transparent, but not from the inside. A strange material, maybe old, maybe new, maybe not. 

There is a wall. The beast moves towards it 

with caution. 

Trying to discover once again what this is.  

There is a wall. The blood rushes inside its hand and calls it to move it. It reaches out with it.  

Yes, the hand it had just discovered a few moments ago is now used to facilitate an action. A 

deed that will help it move forward, that will help it to further understand, that will help it to  

survive 

this deed is carried out by the hand. 

The same hand that moments ago was used in the beast’s endeavor to rip its skin apart. 

Of course, it was not successful then, but 

now 

it seems as if it can make it to the surface of the wall. 

The beast is filled with exhilaration as it watches its hand slowly rise away from the body it 

belongs to, coming closer and closer to the wall. 

And  

finally 

it touches 

the wall 

cold 

flat 

smooth 

hard 

suffocating 

long 

freezing 

brutal 

unfamiliar 



violent 

silent 

horribly still 

piercing 

with its solid stillness. 

Something inside it has changed. Something new is taking its place. Millions and millions and 

millions and millions and millions and millions and millions of small small small small small 

small creatures nibbling on its flesh, meat, bones, skin, insides, organs, veins, blood, insides, 

hair, body, insides, dreams, hair, meat, hopes, skin, thoughts, head, insides, skin, all over its 

body in the dark. 

Can  

it 

not 

get 

Out?  

Can it not 

Leave? 

The beast feels it needs this answer. It craves for it. It needs this answer now.  

It knows that the only way to get it is to follow the wall. And so it does. 

Now the beast starts moving. It takes its first step. The realization thrills it. For a moment all 

the creatures vanish and the fear gives its place to a new born wave of momentum. A force to 

be reckoned with, for sure. As it takes its next steps, it feels like it is getting easier and easier 

and now the creatures are back again.  

It’s fine. It will learn to live with it. It will not stop it. It will not allow them to block its path. 

It will not allow them to draw it back. It 

will 

have its answers. 

It will learn to live with it. It will learn to live with it. It will learn to live with it. It will learn 

to live with it to it will learn to it will to live it will learn to live with it it it it will it will live it 

will learn it will with it with it will live live it will learn to it will learn to it will learn to it will 

learn to live with it. 

It’s fine. 

The beast is on the floor. Now this is a new discovery. There is a new surface here.  

Unforgiving 



rough 

edged 

demanding 

strict 

defining 

the lowest of the low. 

The beast keeps this stored in its mind for further investigation. Now it returns to its first task. 

For it must be completed. Even though the crippling realization is starting to root its horrors in 

the beast’s mind, it must  

know. 

Even though it is now starting to fill with the dread of this again and again life, state, situation, 

existing, it must follow the wall. 

It crawls 

slowly 

and remembering 

remembering as crawling 

crawling as remembering. 

It reaches the wall.  

It follows. 

Forward. 

Back to where it started. 

Glass. 

Square. 

Enclosed. 

life 

state 

situation 

existing 

This is it. 

It will learn to it will it will learn to learn to it will 

To the center of the room. 



Back to where it started. A new discovery. 

Does it remember now? 

The beast stays still in the center of the room.  

Looking. 

Taking all in. 

If this is the life that was meant for it, then it will live it. It will endure. It will keep struggling 

to find the way. To survive. It will keep discovering new ways. It will learn. It will. 

If this is the life. 

It will learn why it has been placed here. It will learn what happened. It will 

remember. 

Back to where it started. To the center of the room. 

It turns its head and sees 

shapes 

figures 

levels 

objects. 

Containers 

black sand 

instead of 

water. 

The beast doesn’t know this. 

The beast only sees objects in different shapes sizes levels. 

And 

black sand 

instead of 

water. 

The beast stays still in the middle of the room. Looking. Taking all in. And as it is looking, as 

it is taking all in, the echoes bring back their voices. They cover the space.  

They whisper and they push 

They scream and they command 

They cry and they inflict 



They shout and they rape 

They laugh and they demand 

They suffer and they kill 

the room 

themselves 

the others 

their voices 

the beast. 

It will learn to it will it learn to will it. 

And  

black sand 

instead of 

water. 

The beast must continue. 

It walks as if it distances itself from the echoes.  

As if. 

As if it walks away. 

If only. 

It proceeds to the bed. 

It tends to the bed 

as if 

it was tending to 

itself. 

And as it tends to the bed 

the echoes go away. 

Their voices 

their screams 

their cries 

their pain 

their shouts 



their suffering. 

They go 

away. 

And the beast clings to the moment of tending to the bed. It does so with the uttermost respect. 

It touches the sheet as if it was pedals of the whitest of flowers. It feels it with the tips of its 

fingers 

soft 

wide 

open 

fresh 

running 

tender 

loving 

It tends to the bed and the distant sounds tend to it. Sounds long lost in centuries of time. An 

ethereal melody whispering its tales of cities long erased, of monuments long crumbled, of 

gods long suicidal, of tribes long cremated, of languages long lost. Of people long defiled, of 

families long mutilated, of lovers long impaled, of parents long deceased, of children long 

abused, of species long vanquished annihilated obliterated killed erased deleted buried sealed 

lost forgotten dead. 

Of humanity long absent.  

The beast collapses. 

The beast cannot handle a sorrow this deep. 

The beast cannot bear a music this revealing. 

The beast cannot endure memories so true. 

And 

black sand 

instead of 

water. 

From far away above into the distance 

the drums 

deep beats demanding and defining. 

The sounds swirl into its head 

Maelstrom of loss 



reliving in its head. 

The beats from deep below in the earth the ground the dead the roots the dirt the lost preachers 

of all love all time all human all divine 

they lift it up. 

The beast is up 

on its feet. 

It must continue. 

For if it does not 

The echoes. 

Walking 

as remembering. 

Remembering 

as walking. 

And black sand instead of water. 

On its two feet  

with its two hands 

reaching for the containers 

objects  

shapes. 

Pilgrimage in the black sand 

There is no water 

anymore 

no water  

from now on 

there 

hasn’t been 

for too long. 

Pilgrimage in the black sand. 

With its two hands it shoves into it.  

Particles and particles and particles and people and cities and temples and towers and lakes and 

bodies and fountains and flowers and grass and dreams and people. 



Inside 

its 

own 

two 

hands. 

 

Lay them. 

 

Tightly in its clasp 

it transfers them 

over the empty space 

the big mountains 

the ashen lakes 

the sinful flames 

the distant shores of time 

over the empty space in its room. 

Tightly in its clasp they hover above the freshly made bed 

the white sheet 

the white sheet that the beast laid on its one own bed 

they hover. 

 

Lay them to rest. 

 

The drums command. The lost sounds blow once again for it. 

The beast opens its hands 

The kisses 

The dreams 

The hopes 

The houses 

The births 



The deaths 

The pains 

The sorrows 

The seas 

The wars 

The loves 

The deapths 

The nests 

The arms 

The cheeks 

The wombs 

fall. 

And black sand instead of water 

On the white sheets. 

The grains spread. 

The grains jump. 

The grains stain. 

Like they have never before. 

Like they are alive again. 

Pilgrimage in the black sand. 

And a light flickers. 

Out beyond forevermore 

into 

the 

distance. 

It pulsates like nothing has ever done before 

It revolves outside like no other soul 

A distant rip in time. 

The beast stops. 

It stands upright in front of the bed with the white sheets that are now sown with blackest sand 

roots grains seeds 



like a body 

like wounds 

like sickness and disease 

it stands in front of it. 

Clasping in its two hands the oversized object 

container 

and it turns its head 

to face the light. 

Outside 

Can it hear? 

Can it hear the sound? 

The hope can it hear? 

From far away above into the distance 

The sound of muffled hope. The walls 

don’t allow it to enter the beast’s enclosed domain. 

muffled and blurry liquid light. 

It vanishes. 

The beast is left alone again 

clasping the oversized container in its own two hands 

alone. 

It stays still  

while the winds swirl  

while the noise booms  

while the temperature dangerously rises 

while the blood quickly rushes 

while the sparks ignite 

inside its head. 

Is 

Anyone  

There? 



Someone else anyone a person a soul anyone the one to explain to provide to offer to open to 

heal to cure to break to set free? 

The beast has stood still long enough. It knows. 

It moves forward clasping the oversized container in its own two hands. 

It moves forward towards the wall 

the light 

the muffled 

the blurry 

the liquid 

hope. It faces the firm wall. Its head touches the surface. It struggles to see. To tell. To get the 

answer. 

But no sound ever comes in here. The beast knows that now. 

It retreats. 

Back into its room its space its cell. 

Back into the silence. 

Silence 

And again the voices 

echoes 

their voices 

their winds 

their wrath 

their anger 

their anguish 

their crashing waves 

their burns 

their twisting stomachs 

their burning tongues 

their vomit 

their filthy guts 

their bloody deeds 

their long faces frozen in eternal screams 



their pain 

their suffering 

their flashing reflections 

their unending sorrow 

their undying evil 

their unyielding force 

their echoes 

fill the space again once more 

they break it again once more 

The beast tormented. 

The beast cracks 

The beast surrenders 

Just when it thought it had found someone anyone the one to explain 

it breaks and surrenders 

to the voices 

echoes’ 

Darkness. 

 

Outside. In front of the room a figure emerges. With all the joy in the world. All the happiness 

of time. Flowers rain on him. Their pedals falling slowly engulfing him in their colors. Soft 

rain of the apocalypse. Of the tenderest end times. From far away above into the distance a 

light ignites the space near him. Holy sunrise of the died out sun. And trumpets sound their 

glorifying song to pave the way. So he can enter. So he can be received.  

Properly. 

He is most welcome 

here. 

He moves. Outside. In the space out of the beast’s room. He defines it. Owns it.  

The horror. 

He moves forward. His cane and his whip. 

The horror. 

He moves forward. His red cape and high heels. 

The horror. 



He moves forward. His painted face distorting eternal smiles. 

The horror 

is apparent. 

For 

You 

He is here to perform 

For 

You 

His body collapses and contorts as he is trying to conceal the evil inside of him 

In his crazy dance 

In his grand routine 

In his spectacular pose 

He is here to perform 

For  

You 

The horror. 

He smiles 

and he dances. 

From far away above into the distance the trumpets sound once more 

As he is trying to conceal the evil inside of him. 

Distortingly the trumpets divinely sound holly hymns of resurrection. 

Of gods long suicidal 

Of people long defiled 

Of humanity long absent. 

He smiles 

eternally 

 It’s in the eyes 

Wide open, kept by a contraption forcing them unshut. 

Everseeing 

he looks 



At  

You. 

He opens his mouth 

He speaks 

And says: 

 

“Welcome.  

Come and see. Open your eyes. Look. There is no need to be afraid. Don’t be.  

Don’t. 

Admire. Open your eyes. Admire. Now don’t be shy. Don’t be. 

Don’t. 

Have you ever seen anything like this before? No, you have not. 

Come 

Come  

Come and see. Keep your eyes open. Wide open.  

Come forward  

come 

Open your arms for it. 

Show your embrace to the new species. 

Engulf it. 

The one that will rule this earth. The rightful heir. The new species.  

Welcome it as I  

have welcomed  

you. 

Come 

Come  

Come and see. There are so many things still unknown about it.  

Who will be the one to find them? 

To discover them 

who? 



There is no need to be afraid. Don’t be. 

Don’t. 

I am here for you. As I’m sure you are here for me too.  

Come and see. Keep your eyes wide open. Don’t let them miss a thing 

or you will regret it. 

It is the new species. Freshly discovered. 

It is so intriguing look. 

look  

admire 

respect 

It gives birth to every paradox which then it flattens. 

look 

It illuminates every darkness which then it swallows. 

look 

It devours every truth and then it crumbles. 

Look. The new species. It is here for you. We brought it. Just for you. We transported. To 

admire, to see, to bask in it.  

So come and see. 

Pay attention at its movement. At every inch. Every tiny bit.  

It is one of a kind. 

It is the last of its kind. 

Come and see. Pay your respects 

to your new ruler. 

Eternal and sublime. 

There is a body. Look. Look how it contorts trying to hide from what it did.  

Look. Notice the pores. The sweat do you see it? 

It lives. 

Living and alive we brought it. Here 

For 

You. 

Come and see. 



Observe the fear. Do you feel it? It is the proof of life. It is afraid. Afraid of what it might lose. 

It does not know.  

perhaps 

it does not remember. 

As if it’s trying to forget. 

As if it has forgotten. 

If only. 

What it’s done. 

Perhaps. 

Look. 

Do you see how it suffers to give meaning to its pitiful existence? 

Look. 

Do you see how it twists round and round to find the answer in its mind? 

Look. 

Do you see how it screams tormented by what is not there? 

You must see it. You wouldn’t want to miss it. Not its golden screams. They are golden. Purely.  

Their value is immeasurable.  

Its insides burn and wring and twist disorganize taking all unnatural places and positions. Its 

mind explodes in blood tired by the never ending race of what it’s done. Its body rots in rivers 

of filthy puss impaled by the agony of its past.  

Come and see. 

Look it will get angry. 

It will roar. You wouldn’t want to miss its roar. A magnificent sight to behold.  

Come and see. 

Come  

But don’t touch. 

It remains still extremely dangerous. It will rip you apart.  

Come and see. 

I brought it here  

For  

You 



To please you 

Come and see. 

The one that destroyed the world. 

The one that annihilated the human race. 

You wouldn’t want to miss it. 

Welcome.” 

 

And the beast cant hide. 

And the beast cant yield. 

It will continue to emerge in dying light over the Tamer’s welcoming number. 

And flashes of light reveal it 

expose it 

stripping it apart 

And the beast cant hide. 

As the Tamer lurks  

slithers 

back into the darkness that spawned him 

its embrace 

its warm 

soft 

thighs 

the beast cant hide. 

It can never hide. Exposed forevermore. 

As the Tamer is sucked away 

the beast remains. 

As the Tamer retreats just to stand by the corner of the room 

outside – the beast inside –  

as he stands the beast remains. 

For it must continue 

For it will remain 



For it has been seen 

yet again 

it must continue remain and be seen. 

 

Flashes of dying light illuminate in sickness 

exposing  

as the beast tirelessly attempts to wash away the voices. 

As it attempts to cleanse. 

From the glass wall unable to even stand it crawls 

every step 

a murder 

every inch 

a genocide 

its body 

its own body 

riddled with pains 

sown and reaped by bloody deeds of past. 

And remembering. 

And crawling. 

Crawling as remembering. 

every second 

a city razed 

every drop of sweat 

a uterus unseeded 

And it crawls 

yet. 

To reach the white containers 

Black sand 

To reach them. It does. 

Much effort is required but it still stands. 



It is standing up 

on its own two feet. 

It is faced with so many options 

so many lain open in front of it. Presented. 

It reaches for one.  

The air 

the wind 

the atmosphere 

the souls 

the echoes 

their voices 

resonate 

ignite 

blazing they ignite 

with beats 

from far away into the distance 

deep below 

blazing beats 

of a heart long petrified made to sound still by skeletal hands 

bodies being thrown at it defiled and mutilated 

all for the sake of sound. 

This sound. 

Deep beats from far into the distance. 

The beast wets its hands into the black sand 

its own two hands 

holds it  

and with the grains starts washing the skin 

cleansing 

purifying 

enhumanizing 



As if it’s trying to remember 

As if it’s trying 

If only   

To forget. 

It raises its hands and the black sand showers on its arms  

soaring to reach the ground. 

The first respects. 

It can feel it 

It can feel them 

falling 

caressing 

erupting as they land. 

And the beast continues. 

For it must not stop now. The beats don’t allow it to stop. They define it. Reach into it. Bind it 

and 

set 

it 

free. 

And with every beat 

a loving life lost in timeless void. 

And with every beat 

intimate hands swirl in the light air. 

With every beat 

eyes staring deep in one another selfishly consume each other in otherworldy stillness as they 

drift. 

 And black sand. 

In the containers. In the beast’s eyes. In its soul. In its whole life. In its entrapped existence. Its 

state its body its life. 

It reaches for the next white object 

guided by the beats. 

It reaches and it grabs. Forever submerged in the holly sounds of times past now. In echoes of 

other lives. In their echoes.  



Guided it grabs 

and holds. 

In its own two hands. 

And with slow movements 

simple 

and soft 

guided it guides the container soaring above the room 

And black sand instead of  

All 

starts pouring down on the floor 

in the cage 

inside the brutal glass. 

The beast carrying the container carrying the black sand defines all the square lines of the room 

its space 

as if its drawing it a limit 

as if it has forgotten 

as if it’s trying 

If only 

to forget. 

In dying light of sickness it proceeds to see this unhuman ceremony to its end  

guided by vivid beats increasing in proximity and sound 

and the otherworld of memories of time.  

Until it crosses the whole area 

the square of its existence 

until it has spread all the lives 

until it has surrounded itself with all the lost  

depleted 

and reduced. 

Then it looks at it. It knows it is close. 

Then it reaches for the last container. 



Then it grabs it again. 

Then the place has been made. 

Now the space has been lain. 

Now the altar has been build and purified, raised and glorified. Open it stands in the center of 

the room waiting all the future offerings 

demanding 

the union  

of the maker with the victims 

of the reason with the casualties 

of the beast with its past deeds. 

It proceeds. 

Slowly. 

Walking as remembering 

Remembering as walking 

To the centre of the room. 

Amongst the boundaries of black sand. 

Amongst all the believers and the zealots 

all the faithful and the monks 

all the initiates and the ministers 

all lain in black sand eagerly awaiting for the offering of  

the sheep 

the bishop 

the first source 

The offering of the beast. 

It raises the container in its hands and inside a thunderstorm of beats, a crying river of timeless 

sounds empties the inside on its body. 

So as to cover its head and all its body 

So as to rain its mind and all its body 

So as to wash its face and all its body 

So as to be taken back into the first womb engulfed in it and reemerge reborn and unforgetful. 

So as to finally remember. 



Eternal black waterfalls 

In the center of the room 

Under dying light of sickness it is cleansed. 

In flashes of torn out moments. 

As the Tamer finishes its grand act and stands by a corner of the room  

outside – the beast inside –  

in eternal black waterfalls it ignites and rains and is cleansed. 

 

Lay them. 

It has. 

The final respects. 

 

The door is open. 

 

Now only silence. 

Now not even the winds. 

Now not even the souls. 

Now not even the echoes. 

None. 

It walks out. Simply. 

Out of the room to be found in engulfing darkness 

the light in front 

in front of it, dying, eroding, flickering 

signifying 

All.  

A monumental memory 

wires and wires 

and miles and miles 

and years and years 

and lives and lives 



and fields and fields 

and bodies and bodies 

of fat thick black cables. 

A monumental memory. 

A monument of the lost. 

The reason and the cause. 

Dying light of sickness flickering steadily inside. Surrounded by miles and miles of cables 

stretching far above into the distance, disappearing in the thick darkness overhead. 

It draws it 

It speaks to it 

It links it 

It endures. 

The beast slowly walking as remembering and remembering as walking moves nearer the 

unhuman mass of fat lines as if it’s not sure of what to do. 

As if it does not remember. 

Is if it’s trying 

If only 

To forget. 

It moves nearer unsure always checking at the room behind it 

Always keeping in check of it. 

Of what it leaves behind 

Of what it’s lived 

Of what it left behind 

Of how it separates 

Of the distance that increases 

Of how alone it seems it feels it exists 

Of its state living existence life. 

Of the glass room that trapped it. 

Outside 

Toward the dying light 

Lightward. 



Its body contorts as it proceeds. It’s trying not to. Trying to keep it upright 

steady 

healthy 

safe. 

Now not even silence. 

Now not even the winds. 

Now only beats. 

It reaches.  

Does 

It 

Want 

To  

Know see live remember feel understand illuminate radiate engulf accept and see? 

It roars. 

Reaching with its hands towards the cables its body roars. 

A magnificent sight to be seen 

Contorted life. 

The beats are upon it. 

It reaches and it  

grabs. 

The power inside is terrible. 

Horrific. 

It feels the power flowing in the cables 

evermoving 

it feels the insides contracting and expanding 

trying to move throughout their miles and miles the insides that they carry 

trying to move the lives. 

It pulls apart  

and it reveals 

a body knitted in the wires 



millions and millions and miles and miles in the nexus woven around it into it inside. 

A body 

A monumental memory 

A body 

Soft 

White 

Translucid 

Dancing peacefully amidst the miles. 

She wears a mask with cables at its end. As if it’s keeping her 

alive. 

The cables part  

revealing 

Her. 

A body born of air and dust 

A white gown concealing her whole. 

The beast stands in awe. 

The beast  

in 

Awe. 

The aweful beast. 

She is aware of its existence. 

She exists for it. 

For it to find her. 

For it to ask. 

For her to explain and for it to know remember understand. 

So as to finally remember. 

So as to not forget. 

She drifts through the fat wires under pulsating light. 

She is the wind 

The love 



The memory 

The life 

The birth 

The mirth 

The sorrow 

All the joy 

She is the species 

The extinction. 

She dances in the air amidst the cables under light 

Dancing the winds in 

The air. 

And soothing sounds of angels far above give voice to all her movement. 

Guided by her dance 

Dancing the winds in 

Dancing all life 

away. 

Knitted in the miles and miles of wires and wires she reaches for the mask 

and 

in one distorted movement 

pulls it out 

as if 

she was pulling out 

millions and millions  

of eyes 

thighs 

lips 

fields 

lakes 

mammals 

oceans 



temples 

moats 

caves 

nests 

lives. 

Their echoes in the dark. 

In one big movement she pulls it out. 

and 

she 

Breaths. 

Many times she breathes. And with every breath more of her voices welcome her again. And 

with every breath  

A universal sigh. 

Reaching the beast’s ears. Remembering. 

She soars and sighs. 

Her many voices back to her. 

Dancing them back. 

Sighing them back in. 

So as to remember 

So as to not forget. 

A monumental memory 

Amongst the sighs and the dance her open mouth starts forming words 

Her effort is immense  

Seamless as it is 

It is still immense. 

Within her dance and soar and sighs under pulsating dying light and angels’ odes she speaks. 

Sighing she speaks  

And says: 

 

“I am the woman. I am the man. 

You. Who are you? 



I am the woman. I am the man. 

You. Who you are. 

I know. 

I am the woman. I am the man. 

You. 

The human I am. 

I know. 

Disintegrated I lie here 

Distilled of all my fluids 

of all my wonders 

of all my voices 

of all my lives. 

Vacant in the void of me. 

So 

Full 

Of 

Void. 

It has returned. I have been waiting. 

So I can remind it 

So it will remember 

So I can try 

If only 

To forget. 

Remember now. 

It shall remember now. 

I will be its mind 

I will be its thought 

I will be its dream. 

A monumental memory. 

Its new biology. 



I am  

The Human. All of it. Every aspect of it. So much. I am it so. I am so much the Human, that 

there is nothing else left for me to be. 

All my bodies 

All my souls 

All my eyes 

All my lips 

All my minds 

All my lives 

All my thighs 

All my arms 

All my fingers 

All my bones 

All my spines 

All my skulls 

All my muscles 

All my veins 

All my hearts 

All my feelings 

All my dreams 

All my bloods 

All my nerves 

All my skins 

All my hairs 

All my fleshes 

Ache. 

I am the aching Human. 

The reduced one. 

I was water once. Wholly. 

The great annihilation has long passed 

and now disemboweled 



uprooted 

I keep my dance. 

And so I sigh 

for all of me 

And so I sigh 

for all of us 

And so I sigh 

For it. 

I was water once. 

And then it graced me 

It came and vaporized me 

my organs 

my liquids 

my insides 

exploited wholly. 

By it. 

It came and never stopped. 

It came and brought the plague and decay. 

It came and reaped and reaped and reaped and reaped 

Until there was nothing left. 

And  

Black sand 

Instead of 

Water.  

It razed all the houses to the ground. All that took years and years to construct it flattened in a 

moment. 

It defiled all the temples and spat on holly grounds. It raped the statues and emptied its diseases 

on the gods. 

It took the heads of all the bishops ministers and priests and threw them in the sea. 

And gigantic waves of flies rose from the ocean and flooded the cities 

And buildings fell like paper in the winds 



And people ran in terror to escape 

for their lives 

for their loves 

for the other ones 

And the courts the laws the scripts folded on each other crashing from the inside 

And the earth cracked revealing its abyss letting out swarms and swarms of sorrow  

And the sky denied all the colors turning deepest black to welcome in disgust  

The new species. 

And families watching each other slowly die  

And hands held tightly in other hands warm soft loving turning into ash 

And eyes staring deep in other eyes watching their inside oceans blaze up 

And kisses wailing with violent screams 

And fathers watching their sons’ prime power nested between their legs being cut away 

mutilated and fed to them 

And they swallowed it whole and their damned insides filled with loving acid 

And mothers watching their daughters being torn to pieces and impaled by hard cold steel 

tearing their uterus apart 

And they bathed in it letting all anguish in accepting all the pain 

And elders being thrown out in the streets having their homes all their belongings inserted in 

their anuses and exploding from the inside 

And it rained old wrinkled skin and shrunken breasts 

And it rained fresh flesh and chopped down bones 

And the people 

And the houses 

And the streets 

And the trees 

And the squares 

And the castles 

And the most intimate of spaces 

Engulfed in brown and red 

A palette for the dead 



And fire rained from the sky consuming all the forests setting all lakes ablaze  

And masses of ground and molten earth drifted in the winds erupting as they went 

Fireworks all around 

And all the diseases of the gods left their disfigured corpses and spread around the world 

And unborn babies died inside their mothers who gave birth to decomposing tiny infants 

And women women women with their uteruses dug into plowed excavated by men men men 

dogs 

And everyone  

And everything 

All as one 

There was no difference anymore 

A final unity at last 

There were no lovers 

no fathers 

no siblings 

no mothers 

no leaders 

no slaves 

no torturers 

no mourners 

no builders 

no queens 

no strangers anymore. 

Knowingly familiarly they vanished. 

Slaughtered with no uniqueness 

A similar vast disease 

Tidal waves of murder 

and the familiar blood 

Unending violence and 

The catholic miasma. 

Black sand like everyone and everything and all. 



The air became a wound 

And deep moaning sounded from down below throughout the planet 

And it kept going and going and going 

Covering all other sound  

A deafening mourning for the race 

And then  

It 

He 

It 

With one swift movement 

One movement 

Launched itself inside the core 

The source of us 

Our source 

Inside life 

And with one swift movement 

It was enough 

Ended it. 

It 

He 

It  

The Final Beast. 

And 

Black sand 

Instead of 

All.” 

 

And this is the moment. 

The beast just stays there. 

Just stays. 



Just. 

And this is the moment. 

They have all been waiting for it 

the beats 

the echoes 

their voices 

the distant sound 

the unholy sacred trumpets 

the angels’ subtle hymns 

the Tamer 

the Light 

you 

the beast. 

They have all been waiting. 

Under certain presence of the beats  

Under sustained waves of angels’ hymns 

She rises. 

She floats far above the crushed houses 

the bloody streets 

the defiled gods 

the humanity long absent. 

She floats and she cant wait anymore 

She keeps her dried out dance 

as she has 

for all eternity now 

She keeps it going and going and coming and coming 

Tidal waves of sorrow 

Thunderstorms of screams 

Winds of anguish 

Torment her 



Dig her body 

Carve her still. 

No more. 

 

Lay them. 

 

She surrenders to her dance inside the miles and miles of wires and wires 

She surrenders to her dance 

to her force 

and histories of love drift around her 

and monuments of lost embraces soar with her 

and holly scripts of hate define her 

and maniacally 

frantically 

she fights 

the white gown given to her since the beginning 

since the purest of the starts 

she fights 

her body that defies this everlasting change 

her life that rejects this solid death 

her wedding gown given to her since the beginning 

she takes it off 

and angels sing in holly resurrection. 

The purity of her 

her voice 

The tenderness of her 

her beauty 

The horrifying sorrow of her end times 

her fate 

she lays. 



She extends. 

She offers 

to the beast.  

And revealed now 

uncovered she remains. 

Her body solely exposed to the purest of disgraces. 

She lies sown  

Carved 

Shaped all over. 

Her body is a wound. 

The wires rape her 

Violate 

Farm her. 

They penetrate her most fertile her most rich 

And they reap and reap and reap. 

Alien claws and organs entangle her 

In loving coexistence 

The one that cannot now be. 

In dying light of sickness she remains 

Distilled of all her fluids 

Dismembered from her bodies 

Disfigured in her life. 

The holly priestess and the prime victim 

A monumental memory of centuries long past. 

She offers and extends 

The white gown to the beast. 

It has now remembered. 

It is now futile to forget. 

There is no reason now to even try 

To even spend the tiniest of efforts in a task damned to always fail. 



It reaches with its arms 

In wholly acceptance  

to allow 

to open 

to embrace 

her white gown that now belongs to it. 

It reaches with its own two hands 

The hands that were earlier used to tear its body apart. The hands that were earlier used to 

explore to move forward to progress. And earlier than that. Before. Its own two hands. The 

hands that were used to slaughter everyone and all. The hands that were used to destroy 

immense constructions. The hands that were used to command the wildest of waters. The hands 

that were used to ignite the hungriest of flames. The hands that were used to cover the sky with 

its dark veil. The hands that were used to reach inside the source of life, to reach inside and 

tear to shreds. 

Its own two hands, created to offer love the life and all good 

Its own two hands, commissioned to bring death the shadows and all doom  

It reaches. 

Now it remembers 

Now it reaches and it grabs with these own two hands of it the whitest of bloody gowns. 

The beats remain. 

The gown transfers from her to it. From her undeniable fate to its possession. 

The beats remain. 

Slowly to let it have it. 

Slowly to let it wear. 

Slowly with the dreadful respects it deems the action 

It roars. 

The beast roars once more. 

Slowly it roars. With the knowledge and speed of one that remembers now the most defining 

nature of its deed. The undeniable fate that lurks. The lit up path that must be followed. The 

state that it will reach. Undoubtedly. Unchanging. Unaltered now. It will follow and reach and 

will transform. 

The beast roars slowly. 

Its body contorts 

It breaks and reforms 



It alters 

to let in all the dead. To welcome to its embrace all the lost the vanished the cut down. 

Its arms 

Its legs 

Its hands 

Its feet 

Its chest 

Its neck 

Its head 

Roar. 

Explode and shrink again. 

The sole nature of its force 

Its power concentrates on this immense task. 

The birth again of what it’s done. 

The monumental memory that plows inside it now 

The newfound state that rages in its mind. 

Slowly the beats 

Slowly 

to usher in 

the Final Beast. 

 

The Tamer moves again. He has stood still for quite a while now but now he moves again. 

He knows. 

Every time he knows 

He expects 

He plans 

He has. 

He has drawn it so perfectly that every detail always falls in its right place. 

Everything in its right place. 

Again and again. 



Countless of times 

Reaching out to the infinity of the birth of time. 

He moves now again. It is time to add the final touch to his radiating masterpiece. 

It is time to offer the most sublime entertainment. It is time to show why he is here. 

He moves now again. 

Slowly 

With the magnificence that fits a being like him 

With the glory that paves the way for a ruler like him 

With the power bestowed upon a cane and a whip 

like him. 

Grand gestures and blinding lights 

The horror is apparent. 

After all 

He is here to perform 

For you. 

He cannot conceal himself any more 

His hunger is imminent 

His hate is beaming with disgust 

His carved smile is wider than ever 

His whip in his mouth 

His cane in his hand 

And in the other hand 

A sack  

full of dreams and loves and laughter and tears and bedrooms and altars and councils and chairs 

and pedals and pillows and awake anguished nights until the early morning unable to control 

the mind and the thoughts and daytrips to green fields and the taste of fresh grass in the mouth 

and mosquito bites and sweat and cold feet and dirty bedsheets and freshly washed clothes and 

eyes and colors and love and pain and love and pain and love again and hope and death and 

hope and death and hope again and plans for the next morning and late Sunday breakfasts and 

plans for the next year and wet salty tissues and plans for a whole life and oaths and lies and 

crimes and hate and pretty speeches and broken promises and hurt and art and the end and all 

new starts and torture chambers and everlasting infinite evergrowing power  

And  



Black sand 

Instead of 

All. 

Inside this tiny sack. 

And he moves 

Slowly 

And a light shines hidden somewhere far above to  

illuminate 

the narrow path that must be followed 

undeniably now. 

The sole line left in the universe unwalked and walked again 

The only certainty inside a mess of chaos and blurred vision 

The only path. 

The beast has reached the beginning 

The Tamer at the end. 

The sack tightly held in his hand. 

 

Lay them. 

 

He does. 

Defining as he goes 

Setting the boundaries of this sacred unholy ritual 

that is the only thing left to be done. 

Defining as he goes 

Lays the edges of the path 

Creating the line 

That will lead the beast to you. 

Black sand to keep it straight 

Black sand so it will not stray 

Black sand so it will not forget 



So it will always remember. 

And he is finished. 

The beats demand. 

They welcome in open arms all other sound that is left alive in this distorted universe 

The trumpets 

The angels 

The sound of a lost earth 

Of humanity long absent 

And the echoes fade to give their place to their voices now. 

Solid and so clear. 

Countless voices screaming in all anguish all pain all godly suffering and hate for someone 

Anyone 

To save them 

Screaming for salvation 

Screaming for themselves 

Their lives 

Their loves 

The other ones 

Humanity’s last sound. 

In terror 

In pain as they were born. 

A requiem for the world. 

The beast must move now. 

The way is clear 

The path is set 

There is no remembering anymore 

There is nothing else to remember 

All the knowledge is shoved into its head 

All the lost the dead the vanished and the torn  

nested in its deed. 



It looks up. 

At the path that it will follow. 

And from its head 

Its monstrous nature 

Black liquid pours down 

To cover its whole body 

The whitest bloody gown 

Humanity’s last garment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 


